OPENING PROCEDURES
1. Follow the opening procedures if there is no opener present. See the opening
and closing responsibilities in the supply box. This should be done before
proceeding to the next step.
2. You should have the following items on the table:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Script
Purse
7th Tradition envelope
Announcement Folder
3 welcome packets (anyone who identifies himself or herself as new to
AA or new to our group gets a welcome packet. Do not pass the
packet around for phone numbers).
f. A pen
g. Venmo Cards
h. Recovery Milestones / Medallions
i. AA Preamble
3. You are responsible for setting up the following literature (5 of each) on a
table near the coffee trolley:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

The God Word
Questions & Answers on Sponsorship
Are You an Alcoholic Quiz
Welcome Packets
Meeting Guides
Home Group Membership Forms
Venmo cards
Venmo Business Cards

4. You are responsible for setting up the following signs / placards:
a. Home Group QR Code (put the membership forms in front of sign)
b. Venmo Directions sign (put the Venmo cards / business cards in front
of sign)
c. Meeting Guide App sign (put the Meeting Guides in front of sign)
d. Responsibility Statement banner (hang on wall securing it at the top)
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CLOSING PROCEDURES
1. As soon as the meeting is over, collect the 7th Tradition donations and count
the cash. Have another group member verify it. Fill out the 7th Tradition
envelope (remember to have the verifier sign it as well). Put the collection in
the envelope and seal it. Put the envelope in the back of the script in the
“Treasurer Stuff” envelope.
2. You are responsible for putting away the chairperson supplies and literature.
3. Make yourself available to answer questions and greet any newcomers or
anyone you feel needs support. If you wish, offer your phone number to the
newcomers and encourage them to join our group / keep coming back. Use
your best judgment and ask a home group member if you don’t know the
answer to a question. If no closer is present, please follow the closing
procedures.

When Chairing Our Meeting
1. READ THE SCRIPT (including the notes) BEFORE YOU CHAIR. There
might be changes you’re not aware of.
2. Pick someone to read the preamble and someone to present the milestones.
Ask if anyone has a medallion to give out if possible.
3. Our meeting focuses on our newcomers. This includes people new to
recovery or in their first 90 days, as well as people that are new to our group.
Please keep this in mind as you chair.
4. It is important to stick to the script. If you have any questions about the
script, please seek out a trusted servant.
5. Please note: Your role is to facilitate the meeting, not to take part in it. Do not
share unless everyone has been given an opportunity (and a second
opportunity) to speak. You should only share if there is time left after the
burning desires.
6. You are responsible for coming up with a topic prior to the start of the
meeting. You may delegate this to another group member ahead of time; just
make sure they’re prepared to speak for about 3 to 5 minutes on their topic.
You may use the topic sticks as inspiration or you may select any of the topic
pages in the back of the script if you can’t come up with anything. Please
focus on the answers to our problems rather than the problems themselves
(keep your topic solution based).
7. If someone suggests a topic or has a question for the group, that becomes the
topic. Navigate accordingly. If someone has a question for the group, be sure
to mention that everyone will share their experience on that topic, one
person at a time.
8. As the chairperson, it is important to give each person sharing your
complete attention. Many times the person sharing will look to you for
guidance or affirmation. Do not let yourself get distracted. People are more
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comfortable speaking if they see you nodding in agreement or smiling at
their attempts at humor.
9. Do not use your cell phone or have private conversations at any time during
the meeting. Absolutely nothing is more important than what someone is
sharing.

Cross Talk
If someone talks directly to another person at the meeting, interrupt them and
remind them to share their own experience, strength and hope with the group and
not to direct their comments to anyone directly. Sometimes cross talk is forgivable,
however it should never appear that someone is giving someone else specific
directions or advice. Use your best judgment.

Reading to the Group
If someone pulls out a poem, a diary, a magazine article or any other nonconference-approved literature, interrupt them and mention that we have decided
as a group not to allow anything be read during the meeting unless it’s official,
conference-approved literature. This is to prevent any critiques on the subject
matter and to keep our meeting as close to a traditional meeting as possible. If you
feel you might hurt the person’s feelings by cutting them off, ask them to share it
with you after the meeting ends.

Cutting Someone Off Due to Time
Give everyone a reasonable time to share, keeping in mind the size of the group. If
anyone tries to Dairy Queen (double-dip) ask them to wait until everyone has been
giving the opportunity to share. If someone is speaking longer than they should
(more than 3 or 4 minutes), and you feel it’s appropriate to cut them off, do so by
saying “thanks for sharing” when they finish the next thought or sentence, then
motioning to the next person waiting to speak. You don’t need to explain yourself
unless they object. If they do, tell them we need to keep our shares brief so everyone
has the opportunity to speak. Tell them you’ll let them finish their thoughts after
we’ve gone around the room.

Cutting Someone Off Due to Content
Sometimes members (particularly newer members) will go off on tangents or start
talking about something that has nothing to do with recovery. If this happens, try to
redirect them by reminding them that we need to keep our comments focused on
our recovery from alcoholism.” If they continue to go on, say “thanks for sharing”
when they finish the next thought or sentence, then motioning to the next person
waiting to speak. You don’t need to explain yourself unless they object. If they do,
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tell them we need to maintain an atmosphere of recovery, and offer to speak with
them after the meeting.

Wet Drunks or Disruptive Behavior
It is your responsibility to maintain order in the meeting. We encourage drunks to
come to our meeting and even to share if they’d like. However, if they become
disruptive or if they draw attention away from the natural flow of the meeting, you’ll
need to tell them that they are welcome to stay as long as they follow the rules.
Always give them the benefit of the doubt and always give them a second (or even a
third) chance. If they continue being disruptive, either you or another trusted
servant with a second group member would want to ask them to step outside to
talk. Once outside, you may ask them if they’re there to stay sober and if so, explain
why we have rules to keep the meeting running smoothly. If they just want to vent,
let them vent, but always stand in clear view should you need to signal someone for
help. Remember, we are members of society first and AA members second. If
someone is threatening someone or damaging church property, call the police.
Be sure to inform the church and document what happened. Request copies of any
police reports or witness statements that arise.

Those with Problems Other Than Alcohol
Our meetings are OPEN meetings for good reasons. We want to let the newcomer /
visitors know that secular 12-Step recovery is possible, no matter what they might
be powerless over (drugs, sex, unsecured debt, gambling, etc.). This being said, we
are Alcoholics Anonymous. Out of respect to the house, if a member continually
mentions the subject of their fellowship’s first step (e.g. saying meth or sex instead
of alcohol), ask them to keep their conversations to their recovery from alcohol. If
they persist, ask them not to say the name of the substance or behavior they’re in
recovery from. If they persist, treat them the same way you would treat any other
disruptive behavior.

Reporters, Friends, Spouses, Students, Counselors &
Other Non-AA Guests
Meetings frequently have visits from non-12-Step members. They might be
researching a story, learning about AA meetings to pass an exam or a host of other
non-recovery reasons. These members will most likely identify themselves when we
go around and introduce ourselves. If they do, welcome them to the group and offer
to answer any questions they might have after the meeting. When going around the
room to share, skip over the non-AA member and move to the next AA member. If
the non-AA member wishes (or starts) to speak, tell them we’re happy to let them
sit in and observe our meeting and offer to speak to them after the meeting ends.
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Navigating the discussion
When going around the room, keep the flow going in a logical order. Keep
newcomers in mind when maneuvering the path of shares (direct the discussion to
make sure the newcomers and visitors get the opportunity to share first, before
opening up the floor for those that didn’t get an opportunity to share).

Final Notes
•

These guidelines are meant to be suggestive only. We realize we know only a
little. The guidelines will evolve over time so it’s important to keep this
document updated.

•

Use your best judgment. You are the person that’s making sure the meeting
runs smoothly. You have the authority to make any decisions you wish and to
implement any changes as you see fit, keeping in mind that our primary
purpose is to stay sober and to help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.

•

If you would like to add, edit or remove anything from this document, please
see one of our trusted servants, bring it up at our next business meeting or
email us at OMAGODemail@gmail.com

•

Thank you for your service.
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